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This is a great guide. I am about to go on my first A.T. section hike later this Spring and find the
information that this provides to be instrumental and extremely helpful. Thanks to the ATC for
putting this out! This guide contains shelter info, elevation graphs w/shelter & intersection names,
maps of nearby towns with hostel/medical clinic/resupply info, parking advisories, wildlife advisories,
and more.

A full journey from Georgia to Maine laid out much like a AAA travel guide. With elevation
references and points of interest listed state by state, it is clear why this concise companion is so
highly recommended. For a personal touch check out AWOL on the Appalachian Trail by David
Miller. He includes a lot of unique 'human' aspects of the trail, providing more than a list of mileages,
altitudes, and bunk houses.But, by no means, is a list of mileages, altitudes and bunkhouses
without value. A must for any one who is serious about planning ahead, a necessity for long hikes.

Great trail guide....but I still like AWOL's Appalachian Trail Guide 201?They both compliment each
other! Still use a PDF on phone instead ofcarrying around the extra weight of the books.....counting
grams/ounces....go ultralight...go minimal....just go...instead of reading this get out andsee this great
country from a trail.

This is a TECHNICAL MANUAL , NOT a fun enjoyable book with pictures. If youre trying to decide
whether or not to do the trail this would not be the book. This is the technical manual for someone
on the trail or with a set plan to go on the trail in the next 30 days. No pictures or anything like that,
Just simple illustrations and hard technical information.

Personally feel this is the better guide for the AT. Mine got rained on one night so I got the AWOL
guide sent to me and though it seemed to be a little better about showing viewpoints and water
sources on the trail this book has way more information on thigs when you get to town.

Exceptional. I have the 2013 Thru-Hikers Companion and as just expecting updates on off-trail
accommodations such as restaurants, outfitters, shuttles, etc. but found that elevation profiles and
parking facilities have been added. Excellent resource.

Great help planning my hike of the AT leaving in April NOBO hiker_ biker

Lacks directions to reach some of the gaps for Day Hikers
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